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MARCH 2020 MONTHLY RECAP 

 
Tax and Financial Planning  
 
Each year during tax time, many clients have many questions regarding deductions, and other tax 
related issues. BMO Private Wealth has compiled a wonderful and extremely comprehensive summary 
that identifies many topics including future RIF minimums, RSP over contribution rules, and Clawback 
or Income Level Cut-offs, to name but a very few. 

The enclosed report is essential for every Canadian looking to maximize returns and minimize taxes, 
and is critical for anyone doing comprehensive financial planning. We hope you find it informative and 
educational. 

 
March Monthly Recap: Stock Markets, Bond Yields Crash Amid Coronavirus Scare 
 
Wall Street and global stocks plunged in the latter half of February, as investors began to price in the 
economic impact of coronavirus. Over the span of just six trading days, the large-cap S&P 500 Index 
had tumbled from record highs and into correction.1 
 
The sell-off culminated in the biggest weekly decline for U.S. stocks since the 2008 financial crisis.2 
 
Global Stocks Plunge 
 
The latter half of February was an extremely volatile period for global equity markets. In addition to the 
S&P 500, Dow Jones and Nasdaq, the MSCI ACWI and MSCI World Index also headed for their worst 
week since 2008.3 
 
Stocks began to sell off over fears that the Wuhan coronavirus would have a material impact on global 
trade, consumption and economic growth. The disruption has already prompted downward revisions to 
Chinese economic growth, with some analysts forecasting contraction for the first time in decades.4 
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The spread of coronavirus in China has triggered a sharp rise in inflation, a decline in manufacturing 
and a sudden drop in home sales.5 The ripple effect is already being felt globally, with U.S. services 
activity contracting in February for the first time since 2013.6 
 
The Rush to Safe Havens 
 
As equities sold off, investors hedged their bets with government bonds and precious metals. The 
benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury yield plunged below 1% for the first time ever, with some analysts 
contemplating yields tumbling all the way to zero.7 
 
Gold, the world’s oldest haven asset, surged to seven-year highs in February. But even bullion wasn’t 
exempt from the market turmoil. On Feb. 28, the precious commodity posted its biggest one-day drop 
since 2013 as margin calls forced traders to give up their positions to cover losses elsewhere.8 
 
Since falling to $1,564.00 a troy ounce, gold futures have rallied all the way back to around $1,640 a 
troy ounce.  
 
Coronavirus Approaches Pandemic Levels 
 
While the World Health Organization (WHO) has refrained from labelling coronavirus a global 
pandemic, the novel disease is now present in around 70 countries. At last check, the total number of 
confirmed cases exceeded 95,000 with nearly 3,300 fatalities.9 Some researchers believe the actual 
infection rate is much higher than current reporting methods are able to capture. 
 
Even the United States’ Center for Disease Control believes infection rates in parts of China are 
“absolutely underestimated.”10 
  
The Month Ahead 
 
March is shaping up to be another pivotal month for global finance. On Tuesday, the Federal Reserve 
announced an emergency interest rate cut of 50 basis points to fight coronavirus. One day later, the 
Bank of Canada also announced it would slash interest rates by 50 basis points to keep the economy 
on even keel. The Bank of Canada is keeping the door open to further rate cuts as the impact of 
coronavirus continues to spread.  

 
As always, if you have any questions regarding this summary, please call us. 
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Sincerely, 
 
Ferrie Petruccelli Wealth Management Group 
 
David Ferrie, Portfolio Manager, Managing Director 
T: 416-590-7667 david.ferrie@nbpcd.com 
 
Anthony Petruccelli, Portfolio Manager, Financial Planner 
T: 416-590-7675 anthony.petruccelli@nbpcd.com 
 
Teresa Hoang, Administrative Assistant 
T: 416-590-7605 teresa.hoang@nbpcd.com 
 
Kartina Umali, Administrative Assistant 
T: 416-590-7689 makatrina.umali@nbpcd.com 
 
Our Partners 
Tim Simpson, Estate & Insurance Advisor 
T: 416-359-7798 timothy.simpson@nbpcd.com 
 
The opinions, estimates and projections contained herein are those of the author as of the date hereof and are subject to change without 
notice and may not reflect those of BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. ("BMO NBI"). Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents have 
been compiled or derived from sources believed to be reliable and contain information and opinions that are accurate and complete. 
Information may be available to BMO NBI or its affiliates that is not reflected herein. However, neither the author nor BMO NBI makes any 
representation or warranty, express or implied, in respect thereof, takes any responsibility for any errors or omissions which may be 
contained herein or accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of or reliance on this report or its contents. This 
report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation for or an offer to buy any securities. BMO NBI, its affiliates and/or their 
respective officers, directors or employees may from time to time acquire, hold or sell securities mentioned herein as principal or agent. 
BMO NBI will buy from or sell to customers securities of issuers mentioned herein on a principal basis. BMO NBI, its affiliates, officers, 
directors or employees may have a long or short position in the securities discussed herein, related securities or in options, futures or other 
derivative instruments based thereon. BMO NBI or its affiliates may act as financial advisor and/or underwriter for the issuers mentioned 
herein and may receive remuneration for same. A significant lending relationship may exist between Bank of Montreal, or its affiliates, and 
certain of the issuers mentioned herein. BMO NBI is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of Montreal. Any U.S. person wishing to effect 
transactions in any security discussed herein should do so through BMO Nesbitt Burns Corp. Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund.  
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